
Read before booking with any one

Without Yumthang trip in Sikkim is  like king without crown. Must visit  this
place in Sikkim but read our below advice carefully.

Don’t go for 1 night package of lachung as it saves cost, but it is very hectic as
road condition is very bad from Gangtok to lachung and up to Yumthang and 0
Point. Sometimes vehicle is not able to run more than 10 km/hour so this 117
km of Gangtok to Lachung in day 1 is tough. On day 2, 30 km of lachung to
Yumthang and if you visit 0 point another 30 km.  From Yumthang to 0 point
road is very bad so in one night package in day one you will travel 117 km on a
bad road and on second day you are travelling  30 km lachung to yumthang and
another 30 km if you will go to o point + same km for coming back to lachung
and immediately another  117 km lachung to gangtok in one day so total will be
30+30+30+30+117 = 237 km  on day 2 in a very bad road condition is  very
hectic.  Even youngster   get  tiered,  so what  about middle-aged and old age
people. 

For saving of Money, some operators are doing this as lachung package is very
costly and difficult to operate without personal car. Lachung is last village of
India on china border, so all basic facility we can provide you, but not like other
destination only simple hotel with basic facility we can provide you.

Room service of lachung is also not good. Hotel people have less staff   and
electricity is also big problem some time it doesn’t come and some time you
will not find electricity up to whole trip. Network of mobile is also not available
their  so  how you can tell  your  problem to your  operator  if  he is  not  their
personally.  

Food is the biggest problem in lachung so we have decided to provide our own
kitchen there. It is very costly for us to transfer our kitchen staff in one separate
vehicle  and  carry  all  our  food  raw  materials  from  Gangtok.  But  we  have
decided to provideown kitchen their so we can minimize the problem. 



Consider all this before booking with any operator as Yumthang is beautiful to
see but road condition is as we have mention above.

Vehicle for sight seen

In Sikkim Mahendra max or Bolero or Sumo gold is taxi for sight seen in which
govt. is allowing 10 passengers including kid but in such a bad road condition it
is  uncomfortable  if  we  are  10  in  one  vehicle  so  we  have  decided  to
accommodate only 8 passengers in one vehicle including kid. 

If you can afford we advise you to go by luxury vehicle that is Scorpio , Tavera
or Xylo in which 6 passenger are allowed.  This vehicle is with heater and more
comfortable in bad road condition for  this  you will  pay extra difference for
transportation to us. 

  Read carefully: 

You  must  have  visited  so  many  places  of  India,  but  Sikkim  is  so  much
different from other state. Here law is bigger than man and no police man is
corrupted and they are very strict in law and order. 

On M.G road if you split or smoke you will be fine Rs.2500/- and in any place
of Sikkim you cannot smoke. They are very strike in that.

Law of  Traffic  rules  is  also  very  complicated.  From last  15  years  we are
dealing with this state but we have to clarify when we enter the state after
some month for change of traffic law.

Normally in other state, tourist vehicle can drop you up to hotel but here
they are not allowed to drop you they will drop you up to stand and from
stand you have to hire taxi  that is  normally Maruti  van and reach up to
hotel. (But luxury cab can enter any time!)



Before 8 Am tourist vehicle  can pick you from hotel for sight seen but after
that they are not allowed. So you have to come up to the stand by hiring taxi
up to stand where vehicle is park.   After sight seen if you come before 6 P.m
vehicle is not allowed to drop you up to hotel  after 6 P.m they can drop you
at hotel. 

Total  3  stands for  pickup and drop at  Gangtok North  Sikkim stand,  west
Sikkim stand and for Vehicle coming from Silliguri (West bangle) and going to
Silliguri has other stand. One way rule is also very complicated and it depend
up on  timing.   Like  this  so  many  traffic  rules  is  their  which  you  cannot
understand up to you will not stay for more than a month. 

Permit for North Sikkim and west Sikkim has also so many law so over all in
this region if you support us and make faith in us you will  enjoy the trip
otherwise if you apply your mind and start to give advice to us with in 1 or 2
days, it will put us in difficult situation and you cannot enjoy trip properly so
please give us support we are behind you to make your money worth and
try to give you all the facility as we have promise and I myself and my staff
are like local people so we know all the law prevailing their recently and out
of this we will try to make you trip memorable one in your life.

There is no doubt that Sikkim is the most beautiful region of the world we
have heard from so many tourist that this region is better than Switzerland
and that’s why so many foreign tourist are interested in this small state of
India.

Hope you have read this and understand our policy of working 

We wish that weather supports you a lot and make your trip worth

Dr.Piyush

Friend’s Tour
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